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PORE STRUCTURES FOR REDUCED PRESSURE AEROSOLIZATION

Field OF THE Invention

This inventioii relates generally to devices and methods for aerosolizing fonnulations. More

specifically^ this invoition relates to an aerosolization nozzle comprising a membrane having poie

structures for reduced pressure aerosolization.

BaCKOROUNDOFTHE INVENTION

Aerosolizatim is a desirable means for tiie delivery oftherapoidc or diagnostic agents

.

Aerosol delivery avoids the problems associated with other delivery methods such as oral

admmistraticm or iigection. Injections are painfol, present a risk ofinfection to the heahfa-care

provider from an inadvertent needle-stick, and create hazardous waste from the needle and syringe.

Additionally, repeated injections can result in scarring. Oral administration mnst overcome several

obstacles to the delivery of agents, indudmg the acidic enviromnoit ofthe stomach, the ability ofthe

agent to pass through the ofthe intestinal wall, and first-pass metabolism ofthe agent by the liver.

Aerosol delivery, on tiie otfa^ han4 allows the direct delivery ofagents to areas such as the n^^}

tract, the respiratory tract, or the eye, as well as systemic delivery into the circulation by

administration to the respiratory tract and intake into the circulation.

Currently available methods ofgenerating and delivering aerosols to the nasal and

respiratory tract indudemetered-doseiiihalers,diy powder inhalers and nebulizers. Available

methods of delivering agents to the eye indudte ointments and eye drops.

Co-owned U.S. Patent No.s 5,544,646; 5,718,222; 5,660,166; 5,823,178; 5,709,202; and

5,906,202 describe devices and mediods useful m tiie generation of aerosols suitable for drug

delivery. A drug formulation is forcibly ^plied to one side of a pore-containing membrane so as to

produce an aerosol on the exit side ofthe membrane. Aerosols containing particles with a more

uniform size distribution can be generated using such devices and methods, and can be delivered to

particular locations within the respiratory trad

However, the high pressures which must be used to generate acceptable aerosols present

significant hmitations on aerosolization devices, Sufficiait power must be provided by the devices

to generate the desired pressure. Larger power sources increase the weight ofthese devices, and

thereby decrease the mobility of patients. In portable devices, battery hfe is also decreased by higher

power needs. Additionally, higher pressures increase the required pressure tolerances of other

system components. Elevated pressures may also lead to variability in aerosol qualit>\
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Summary of the Invention

Hie present invention provides aerosolization nozzles for use in aerosolization devices for

delfveriiig a finmulation, ^Aidi may contain a dn]g(s) and/or diagnostic agent(s), to an individual.

Aerosolization nozzles ofIbe present invention conqirise a membrane having pore structures that are

5 paiticuladymn suited for aerosolization at reduced extnisionpress^ By decreasing the pressure

vAich must be supplied to generate a unifbnn aerosol, such nozzles allow fiir decreased weight of

the delivery devices and increased patient mobili^. Battery life is thereby increased, leadipg to

findier increases in patient mobili^. Additionally, at lower pressures the required tolerances of

other system conqionents is reduced. Reduced pressure during aerosolization may also result in

10 increased aerosol unifornnty and inq)roved reliability ofsudi aerosolization devices.

The membrane has an entrance side to wfaidi formulation is applied under pressure, and an

exit side, from v^ch aerosol is extruded, and a nozzle area, which has a plurality ofpores

penetradng the thickness ofthe membrane. The membrane is preferably flexible. Each pore has an

entrance diameter (or cross-sectional area) and an exit diaineter (or at)ss<^ec^ Hieexit

1 5 aperture ofthe pores in the nozzle is ofa size suffidoxt to generate an aerosolized particle ofthe

desired size.

The pore structures ofthe present invention have an increased entrance diameter to exit

diameter ratio when conq)ared to those in previously described aerosolization nozzles. Generally,

the ratio is at least 10:1. In some embodiments, this ratio is 15:1. In other embodiments, this ratio is

20 25:1 or greater.

These specialized pore stmctures ("reduced-pressure aerosolization pores") confer a nugor

advantage when formed in aerosolization membranes, in that the reduced pressure required to force a

flowable fomuilation through a nozzle comprising these specialized pores such that an aerosol is

generated is significantly reduced. Tims, in some ofthese embodimoits, the pressure required to

25 force a fomiulation through the pores, such that an aerosol is generated in an acceptably shoit period

oftime, is less than about 500 pounds per square inch (psi), generally less than about 400 psi,

usually less than about 300 psi, down to about 200 psi or less.

The cross-sectional profile ofthe pores can be discontinuous (i.e., multi-step), or continuous,

(i.e., tapered). When the cross-sectional profile of a pore is discontinuous, the diameter and/or

30 cross-sectional area of a given pore step is reduced in a step-wise fashion, relative to the preceding

pore step. When the cross-sectional profile ofa pore is tapered, the diameter fiom the entrance side

to the exit side decreases in a substantially continuous feshion, i.e., there is a gradual diminution of

diameter ofthe pore fi-om the entrance side to the exit side.

One aspect of the invention is a nozzle for aerosolizing a formulation for respiratory

3 5 deliver}', said nozzle comprising a membrane having about 10 to about 1,000 reduced-aerosolization

2
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pressoie pores per square millimeter, said pores having an average relaxed exit aperture diameter of

from about 0.5 to about S fim and are spaced at a distance offrom about 30 to about 70 ^m apart

from each other.

In yet another aspect oftile invention, a nozde is provided wherein the pores are

5 incooq)letely formed so that, upon administration ofpressure to the entrance side ofthe film^ the exit

aperture is fonned by burstfa^ outward die exit side ofthe pores, thereby forming an elevated area

preventmg liquid intrusion into the exit £q)ertuie.

In a further aspect ofthe invention, a strip containing miiltq>le nozzle areas oomprisipg

reduced^ressure aerosolization pores is provided.

10 In a frirtfaer aspect ofthe invention, a container is provided whicb conqirises at least (me wall

\^cfa is reversible collapsible upon ^plication ofa force, and which includes at least one opsiing

leading to an open channel, at the end ofwfaich is a nozzle ofthe inventicm. The container can

contain a flowable fhnnulation vducfa, iq}on application ofa force to the collapsible wall, is forced

through the channel and the nozzle, whereupon an aerosd is generated. The invention further

IS provides a padcage comprising a phirality ofsuch containos.

In another aspect, an aerosolization device conq)rising a nozzle ofthe invention is provided.

In preferred embodiments, the device is provided as a disposable package.

These and other objects, aspects, features, and advantages will become apparent to those

skilled in the art upon reading the disclosure in combination with the figures fomoing a part hereof.

20

Brief Description of theDrawings

Figure 1 is a scanning electron micrograph ofa pore fonned via sin^e-step laser ablation for

a "standard" nozzle. Dimensions are given in micrometers.

Figure 2 is a schiranatic drawing ofa two-step pore fonned via multi-step laser ablation.

25 Figure 3 is a scanning electron micn^graph ofa tn^o-step pore fonned via multi-step laser

ablation. Dimensions are given in micrcmieters.

Figure 4 is a scanning electron micrograph ofa pore fonned using a grayscale process.

Dimensions are given in micrometers.

Figure 5 is a scanning electron micrograph ofa pore formed using a dithering process.

30 Dimensions are given in micrometers.

Figure 6 is a cross-sectional view ofa container ofa preferred embodiment ofa container of

the invention.

Figure 7 is a top plan view of a disposable package ofthe invention.

Figure 8 is a cross-sectional view of a portion of a disposable package ofthe invention.

3S Figure 9 is a cross-sectional view of a container used in a channel of an aerosol delivery

device.

3
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Figure 10 is a cross-sectional view ofan aerosol delivery device ofthe invention having a

muMdosecootainerazid a ribbon oflow resistance fibers a^ membranes.

Figore 11 is a cross-sectiond view ofan aerosol ddiveiy device ofthe invention having a

muMdose container and single ribbon having both interconnected low resistance fibers and nozzles

cosxspnssd ofporous membranes.

Figure 12 is a cross*sectianal view ofan aerosol delivery device ofthe inventicn.

Figure 13 is a cross-sectional view ofan aerosol delivery device ofthe invention loaded with

a cassette.

Detailed Descriptton of the Invention

The invention provides inq)roved nozzles comprising a membrane having pores of small,

uniform size for aerosolizing any type ofdrug or diagnostic agent that permits the generation of

uniform aerosols at reduced pressures as coirqjared with previous nozzles. The membranes have an

CTtrance side to which formulation is applied under pressure, and an exit side, from which the

aerosol is released. The small exit ^erture sizes required to generate aerosolized particles suitable

for delivery, e.g., to the hmg, also require high extmsion pressures to force a Uquid formulation

through the pores in the nozzle. In previous aerosolization nozzles, the required pressure to e3Ctrude

a liquid formulation through a nozzle area having pores with an entrance diameter to exit diameter

ratio of about 5-6 were in the range of about 650 to about 750 psi. The pressure required for

aerosolization from a pore having a given exit aperture size decreases with increasing entrance

q)erture size. Thus, increasing the entrance aperture size relative to the exit aperture size (other

factors being equal) reduces the pressure needed for aerosolization and thereby inqsroves syst^

performance.

In the present invention, the pores of the membrane have structures that allow extrusion ofa

flowablc formulation at reduced pressures, usually less than about 500 psi, generally in the range of

about 200 to about 400 psi or less, wherein an aerosol is generated. This is achieved by g^erating

pores having entrance diameter to exit diameter ratios about 10:1, about 25:1, or greater.

The pores can have a discontinuous, step-wise, cross-sectional profile, or a continuous,

tiered, cross-sectional profile. The pores are formed so as to have a relatively high entrance

aperture size relative to exit 2^)erture size. Nozzles formed in this way allow for improved handling

ofthe nozzle material during manufacturing and increase die reliability ofaerosoUzation devices

incorporating them by operating at lower pressures. The present invoition provides aerosoUzation

nozzles conq>risiiig these membranes, as weU as mdhods of creatii^ such pore stnictuies

A mediod ofgenerating an aerosol from such nozzles is also provided. The devices used in

conjunction with the present invention can be hand-held, self-contained, highly portable devices

^ch provide a convenient means of dehvering drv^ or diagnostic agents to a patient. Because of
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decreased power needs for aerosolizadon, the devices can be lighter and have increased battery life,

leading to inqmved patient mobility.

h general, an aerosol for respiratory or ocolar delivery is gm

diagnostic agent formuktiaD, preferably a flowable fomuilatian, more preferably a liquid, flowable

5 fommlatiQiL The drug or diagnostic agent fonnulation can be contained within a multidose

container or within a container portion ofa disposable package, where the container ofthe

diq>osable package has at least one sur&ce that is collapsible. Ibe aerosol is generated by s^lying

pressure of500 psi or less, preferably 400 psi or less, more preferably 300 psi or less, down to about

200 psi, to the colkq)sible container surface, thereby forcing tiie ccHitents ofthe container through a

10 nozzle cornprised ofa porous metnbrane, such that an aerosol is gQ]a:ated. He porous mmbrane

may be rigid or flexible. Preferably Ifae porous membrane is flexible so that upon plication ofthe

pressure required to aerosol die formulation, tte nozzle's porous membrane becomes convex: in

shape, thus delivering the aerosolized drug or diagnostic agent into Ihe Sow padi ofthe delivery

device in a region beyond the flow boundary layer.

IS The amount ofpressure needed to create an aerosol is determined by several factors,

including: (1) the ratio ofthe size ofthe entrance aperture to the exit aperture; (2) the size ofthe exit

apertures; (3) the pore density, i.e., the number ofpores pCT unit area ofthe membrane; (4) the

amount of liquid being aerosolized; (5) the period oftime for aerosolization; (6) the viscosity ofthe

liquid being aerosolized; and (7) the pressure at the exit opening. Other factors such as temperature,

20 atmospheric pressure, and humidity can also affect the pressure needed to create an aerosol. Unless

stated otherwise, factors other than the ratio of entrance to exit diamet^ will remain the same and be

standard.

The formulations for use in the present invention can include preservatives or bacteriostatic

type compounds. However, the formulation preferably comprises a pharmaceutically active drug (or

25 a diagnostic agent) and pharmaceutically accq)table carrier. The formulation can be primarily or

essentially composed ofthe drug or diagnostic agent (i.e., without carrier) ifthe drug or diagnostic

agent is freely flowable and can be aerosolized. Useful formulations can comprise formulations

currently approved for use with nebulizers or for injections.

Further, the dispensing device ofthe present invoition, which can be used to disp^e a drug

30 or diagnostic ag^t formulation according to the method ofthe invention, preferably includes

electronic and/or medianical conq>onaits vibidt eliminate direct user actuation ofdrug release.

More ^edfically, where the device is used in respiratory therapy, the device preferably includes a

means for measuring inspiratory flow rate and inspiratory vohnne and saidmg an electrical signal as

a result ofthe simultaneous measurement ofboth (so fliat drug or diagnostic agent can be released at

35 a prq)rogrammed optimal point) and also preferably includes a microprocessor \^ch is

programmed to receive, process, analyze and store the electrical signal ofthe means for measuring

5
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flow and upon receqpt of signal values witfain ^pippiiate limits sending an actuatton signal to the

mechanicalmeans ^ch causes drug (or diagnostic agoit) to be extruded fiom the pores ofdie

nozzle's poious membrane. Tbus, since preferred embodiments ofthe deuces iised in ccmnection

with die present invention include a means ofanalyzing breath flow and a micrqirocessor capable of

5 making calculations based the inhalation profile, the presoit invention can provide a means for

repeatedly (1) dispensing and (2) delivering the same amount ofdie drug or diagnostic agent to a

padat at eadi dosi]% event

Before die present nozzles (ctsiQirising membranes with reduced-pressure aerosolizatioa

pores), devices, containers, fornuilations and mediods used in connection widi such are described, it

10 is to be understood that this invention is not limited to the particular methodology, devices,

containers and formulations described, as such methods, devices, containers and formulations may,

ofcourse, vary, h is also to be understood that the terminology used herein is for the purpose of

describing particular embodiments only, and is not intended to limit the scope ofdie present

invention \^ch will be limited only by the app^ded claims.

15 It must be noted that as used herein and in the appended claims, the singular forms "a," "an,"

and "the" include plural referents unless the context cleariy dictates otherwise. Thus, for example,

reference to "a formulation" includes mixtures of different formulations, reference to "a pore"

includes one or more pores, and reference to "the method oftreatment" and to **tiie method of

diagnosis" includes reference to equivalent steps and methods known to those skilled in the art, and

20 so fordi.

Unless defined otherwise, all technical and scientific terms used herein have the same

meaning as commonly understood by one of ordinary skill in the art to whidi this invention belongs.

Although any methods and materials similar or equivalent to those described herein can be used in

the practice or testing ofthe invention, the preferred methods and materials are now described. All

25 pubUcations mentioned herein are incoiporated herein by reference to describe and disclose specific

information for which the reference was cited.

The publications discussed herein, supra and infiu, are provided solely for their disclosure

prior to the filing date ofthe present application. Nodiing herein is to be construed as an admission

that die invention is not entitled to antedate sudi disclosure by virtue of prior invention.

30

Defitiftions

The torn "porous monbrane" shall be interpreted to mean a membrane ofmaterial having

any given outer parameter shape, but preferably having a convex shs^e, or being enable of flexing

into a convex shape, \^erein the membrane has a plurality ofpores therein, vibidx openings may be

35 placed in a regular or irregular pattern. The pores ofthenoonbrane have an oitrance diameter hugcr

dm the exit diameter, aiid the ratio ofentrance:exit diameter is 5 or more to 1, preferably 10:1 or

6
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greater, more preferably 15:1 or greater, more prefisrably 25:1 or greater. Preferably, the membrane

has pores inibkh have an uniBexed (fiameter oftheir exit stature in die range of0.25 micnm to 6

micnms and a pore density in Ihe range of 1 to 1,000 pores per square nullimeter for respiratory

deliveiy. For ocular delivery, the pores have an onflexeddianieter oftheir exi^

S of 0.5 micnms to 50 microns, generally 1.0 to 25 micnms, and a similar pore density. The porous

membrane has a porosity ofabout 0.0005% to 0.2%, preferably about 0.01% to 0. 1%. h one

embodiment, die porous membrane conqsrises a siiigle row ofpores on, e.g., a large piece of

membrane material. The pores may be planar with respect to the surface ofthe porous inembrane

material, or may have a conical configuratimL

10 For purposes ofthe present invention, a porous membrane has an entrance side, to which

foimuladcm is appUed under pressme, and an exit side, from \i«4udi the aerosol is The

niembrane also has a nozzle area, through wMch a phirality ofpores Theporespass

substantially perpendicularly through the thickness ofthe membrane, from the entrance side to die

exit side. Each pore has an entrance diameter (or cross-sectionai area) and an exit diameter (or

1 5 cross-secdonal area).

A '"tapered pore", as used herein, refers to a pore whose diameter and/or cross^ectional area

decreases in a substantially continuous feshionfiomthe ratrance side to the exit side ofthe

membrane.

A "stqiped pore", or "multistq) pore", as used herein, intends a pore whose diameter and/or

20 cross-sectional area decreases in a stepwise, discontinuous &shion from the entrance side to the exit

side ofthe porous membrane through which it passes, in contradistinction to the substantially

continuous, linear decrease in diameter characteristic of a cone, or the uniform diameter ofa

cylinder. A "stepped pore" refers to a pore which has at least one abrupt diange in pore size, but

that abrupt change may be followed by a second smooth or continuous change in size, i.e., a pore

25 stq) may be substantiaDy cylindrical or cone-shaped. A "stepped pore" is a pore having a

discontinuous cross-sectional profile, an example ofwhich is shown schematically in Figure 2. The

term "pore step", as used herein, refers to a segment of a multistep pore. A pore step passes through

a portion, having a height L ofthe membrane material foraiing the nozzle, where h is less than the

thickness ofthe membrane. The term "multistep pore" intends pores CQnq)rising two or more of

30 such steps. Each step is progressively, and discontinuously, reduced in diameter relative to the

preceding step, going from the entrance to exit side of the membrane, ultimately resulting in an exit

aperture size capable ofproducing aerosol particles ofthe desired size. Said another way, the

diameter ofthe pore decreases abruptly from one step to the next, going from the entrance side ofthe

membrane to the exit side of the membrane. A given multistep pore is said to have a pore entrance

35 aperture, i.e., the aperture on the entrance side ofthe membrane, and a pore exit aperture, i.e., the

aperture on the exit side ofthe membrane. Similarly, a given pore step is said to have a pore step
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eutraiice aperture and a pore step exit aperture. Each aperture has a size. Ifa given aperture is

rou^ydrcular, then tiie size call be described as tiie diameter. Ifa given aperture is irregularly

shq)ed» or other^e non-circular, thai the size can be described as the cross-sectional area at the

q)erture. The position ofa given pore stq)rdative to anodier pore step can be e>q)ress^

S . . proxirnity to the entrance or exit side ofIfaenicmbrane. Thus, for exanq)le, the entrance aperture

size ofa given pore stq> can be described in relation to the exit aperture size ofthe preceding

"entrance proximal" pore stq>. The stq)ofdie pore inunediately adjacent to the exit side oftiie

membrane 6om iwfaich the aerosol is produced is referred to as tiie "through-step" or "exit-step.*'

As used herein, a "standard" nozzle is one that conqirises "standard" pore stnictures, i.e.,

10 pore structures haviiig an entrance s^sertore size to exit aperture size ratio 1^^ An

exan^leofa standard pore structure is shown in Figure 1.

The terni ''porosity" is used herein to niean a percoxtage ofan area ofa surfic^

composed of open space^ e.g., a pore, hole, diaimel or odier openiiig, in a membrane, nozzle, filter or

other material. The perc^t porosity is thus defined as the total area of open space divi(kd by the

15 area ofthe material, ejq)ressed as a percentage (multiplied by 100). High porosity (e.g., a porosity

greater than 50%) is associated vvith high flow rates per unit area and low flow resistant In

general, the porosity ofthe nozzle is less than 10%, and can vary from 10'^ % to 10%, while the

porosity ofthe filter is at least 1%, and preferably it is at least 50% porous.

The terms "package" and "disposable package" are used interchangeably herein and shall be

20 interpreted to mean a container or two or more containers linked together by an intercormecting

means wherein each container preferably includes one or more chaimels which provide for fluid

cormection from the container to a nozzle con^)rised ofa porous membrane, wWch nozzle is

preferably not positioned directly over the container, and \^4lerein each container includes at least

one surface that is collapsible in a manner so as to allow the forced displacement ofthe contents of

25 the container through a low resistance filter and out the nozzle (without rupturing the container) in a

manner such that the contents are aerosolized. There are at least two major variations of the

package, depending on whether the drug can be stably stored in a liquid form or must be stored dry

and combined with liquid immediately prior to aerosolization.

The contents ofeach container preferably comprises a formulation, preferably a fiowable

30 formulation, more preferably a liquid, fiowable formulation, which includes a pharmaceutically

active drug or a diagnostic agent. Ifdie drug or diagnostic agent is not Uquid and of a sufficiently

low viscosity to allow the drug to be aerosoUzed, the drug or diagnostic agent is dissolved or

dispersed in an exdpient carrier, preferably without any additional material such as preservatives

that might aSect the patioit. Whoi the contents must be stored in a dry state, the package further

3 5 inchides another container that holds tiie liquid and can be combined with the dry drug hnmediately

prior to administration.
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The teim "cQntainer" is used herein to mean a receptacle for holding and/or stoiing a drug

formulation. The container can be single-dose or muhidosej and/nr dispnsahle nr T^efiHa^11e

The term ''cassette" shall be interpreted to mean a container^ch holds, in a protective

cover, a padoige or a plurality ofpackages i^ch packages are interconnected to each other and held

5 in tbe cassette in an orgaiiizedmann^, e.g., inl^rfblding orwoi^ The cassette is connectable to a

dispensing device, which dispensing device may include a power source, e.g., one or more batteries

which provide power to the dispensii^ device.

The tenn 'low resistance fiher*' shaU be inteipreled to inean a fitter ofmate^

given outer parameter shape, and having a pluralitjr of(youngs therein, vMA openings may be

10 placed in a regular or irregular pattern. The q)enings in the filter can be ofany shape, and are

preferably substantially evenly distributed throughout the filt^ surface area. Preferably, the porosit}'

ofthe low resistance filter is greater than 50%, preferably at least 60%, more preferably at least

70%. Preferably, the low resistance filter prevents passage ofparticles greater than about

0.S microns in size (e.g., having a diameter greater than 0.5 microns). Where the filter op^ungs are

15 pores, the pores can have a diameter in the range offrom about 0.25 micron to 6 microns for

respiratory tract delivery, or from about 5 microns to 50 microns for ocular delivery. The filter has

an opening density in the range of from about 1 0 to 20,000,000 openings per mm^. Preferably the

filter has holes of about 0,5\m positioned about 0.5pm apart at a density of 10^ holes per mm^.

Preferably, the ratio ofthe pore density of the porous membrane to the low resistance filter is in the

20 range of about 1 : 1 .5 to about 1 : 100,000; the ratio ofthe pore diameter ofthe pores ofthe porous

membrane to the diameter ofthe openings of the low resistance filter is in the range offrom about

1 :0.95 to 1 :0. 1 . Preferably, the flow resistance of±e fiher is the same as or lower than the flow

resistance ofthe porous membrane used in conjunction with the filter. The fiker is preferably

comprised ofa material having a density in the range of 0.25 to 3.0 mg/cm^ more preferably

25 1 .7 mg/cm\ and a thickness of about 10 microns to about 500 microns, more preferably about 20 to

150 microns. The filter can be made ofany material suitable for use in the invention, e.g., cellulose

ester, mixed cellulose ester, modified polyvinylidene fluoride, polytetrafluoroethylene, bisphen

polycarbonate, borosilicate glass, silver, polypropylene, polyester, polyimide, polyether, or any

suitable polymeric material. The filter material includes materials such as polycarbonates and

30 polyesters \^ch may have &e pores formed tiierein by any suitable method, mchidiiig anisotropic

etching or by etching through a dun fihn ofmetal or other suitable material, electron discharge

machining, or laser micromachining. The filter preferably has suffideot structural integrity such

that it is maintained intact (i.e., will not rupture) vAim subjected to force up to about 40 bar,

preferably up to about 50 bar during extrusion ofthe fonnulatian through the pores (of filter or

3 5 membrane). The porosity oftiie low resistance filter is 5-85%^ preferably 70%, vriiile the porosity of

the nozzle is 10^%-1%, preferably 0.001%-0.1%.

9
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Hie term **fl(>w resistance*' shall be inteipreted to mean Ifae resistance associated Tvitb the

passage ofa liquid or aerosol through a porous matoial, e.g., through the porous mfioabrane or die

low resistance fiUcar described herein. How resistance is affected by the size and density ofpores in

the porous material, the viscosity ofa liquid passing through the material, and odier fectors weU

5 knownmtheart hi general, 'low resistance" ofthe 'low r^istancefilt^*ineansdiatd^

resistance ofthe low resistance fitter is substantially the same as or less than the flow resistance of

the ponms membrane used in coqunction widi the low resistance filter.

Tlie terms "drug", "active agent", "phannac^cally active drug** and like are used

interchangeably herein to encompass compounds which are administered to a patient in order to

10 obtain a desired pharmacological efifect. Hie effect may be a local or topical effect in the eye or

respiratory tract such as in the case ofmost respiratory or q)hthalmic drugs or may be systemic as

with analgesics, narcotics, hormones, hematopoietic drugs, various types ofpeptides including

insulin, and honnones sudi as erytbrqxneitin (EPO). Also induded are polynucleotides encoding

peptides, polypeptides, antisense polynucleotides, and ribozym^ which have a desired

1 5 phaimacological effect. Polynucleotides include, but are not limited to, polynucleotides encoding a

DNase, a functional cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance r^;uIator (CFTR), and a peptide

hormone. Combinations of one or more ofthe foregoing are also encompassed in the term "active

agent". Other exenq)lary drugs are set forth in U.S. Patent No. 5,41 9,3 15; U.S. Patent No.

5,884,620; U.S. Patent No. 5,888,477; U.S. Patent No. 5,724,957; U.S. Patent No. 5,558,085; U.S.

20 Patait No. 5,819,726; hitemational Patent ApplicationWO 96/13291; and hitemational Patent

ApplicationWO 96/13290, all incorporated herein by reference to describe and disclose drugs.

The term "respiratory drug" shall be interpreted to mean any pharmaceutically effective

confound used in the treatment ofany respiratory disease and in particular the treatment of diseases

such as asthma, brondiitis, emphysema and cystic fibrosis. Useful "respiratory dmgs" include those

25 which are listed within the Physician's Desk Reference (most recent edition). Such drugs include

beta adrenergic agonists which include bronchodilators including albuterol, isoproterenol sulfete,

metaproterenol sulfete, terbutaline sulfate, pirbuterol acetate, salmeterol xinotoate, formoteorol;

steroids including corticosteroids used as an adjunct to beta agonist bronchodilators such as

beclomethasone dipropionate, fiunisolide, fluticasone, budesonide and triamcinolone acetonide;

30 antibiotics including antiftngal and antibacterial agents such as chloramphenicol, chlortetracycline,

c^rofloxacin, firamycetin, fusidic acid, gentamicin, neomycin, norfloxacin, ofloxacin, polymyxin,

propamidine, tetracychne, tobramycin, quinolines, and the like; and also includes peptide

nonadrenergic noncholinergic neurotransmitters and anticholinergics. Antiinflammatory drugs used

in connection vnih the treatment ofrespiratory diseases include steroids sudi as beclomedmsone

35 dipnspioiiate, triaiiicinolone acetonide, fiunisolide arid fluticasone. Other antiinflammatory drugs

and antiasthmatics vMdi include cromoglycates such as cromolyn sodium. Other respiratory drugs

10
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wfaicb would qualify as bronchodilators include anticholinergics including ipratropium bromide.

Other useful respiratory drugs include leukotriene (LT) inhibitors, vasoactive intestinal pq)tide

(VIP), tachykinin antagonists, bradykinin antagonists, endothelin antagonists, heparin furosemide,

antiadhesion molecules, cytokine modulators, biologically active endoimdeases, recombinant human

S (A) DNasCj a, antitrypsin and antibiotics aich a& gentamicin tn^ramycin, cepliaiosponns

paiicillins,iuicleic adds and gene vectors. Hie present invoitiQn is intended to encompass tfie free

adds, fiiee bases, salts, amines atul various hydrate forms indudiiig sen^

respiratory drugs and is particularly directed towards pharmac^cally acceptable formulations of

such drugs whidi are formulated in combination with phaimaceutically accqitable excipient

10 materials generally known to those skilled in the art—^preferably widiout other additives sudi as

preservatives. Prefmed drug fonnulatioiis do not include additional CQnq)oneats such as

preservatives whidi have a significant efiixt on the overaU formulation. Thuspreferred

formulations consistessoitiaUy ofpharmaceutically active drug and a pharmaceuticaUy acceptable

carrier (e.g., water and/or ethanol). However, ifa drug is liquid without an exdpient the formulation

15 may consist essentially ofthe drug provided that it has a suffidently low viscosity that it can be

aerosolized using a dispenser ofthe present inventioo.

The term "ophthalmic drug** or "ophthalmic treatment fluid" refers to any phaimaceutically

active confound used in the treatment ofany ocular disease. Therapeutically usefol compounds

indude, but are not limited to, (1) andglaucama compounds and/or compounds that decrease

20 intraocular pressure such as P-adrenoceptor antagonists (e.g., cetamolol, betaxolol, levobunolol,

metipranolol, timolol, etc.), mitotics (e.g., pilocarpine, carbadiol, physostigmine, etc.),

sympatomimetics (e.g., adrenaline, dq)ivefiine, etc.), caibonic anhydrase inhibitors (e.g.,

acetazolamide, dorzolamide, etc.), prostaglandins (e.g., PGF-2 alpha), (2) antimicrobial conq)ounds

including antibacterial and antifungal compounds (e.g., diloramphaiicol, chlortetracycline,

25 ciprofloxacin, framycetin, fusidic acid, gentamidii, neomycin, norfloxacin, ofloxacin, polymyxin,

propamidine, tetracycline, tobramycin, quinolines, etc.), (3) antiviral compounds (e.g., acyclovir,

cidofovir, idoxuridine, interferons, etc.), (4) aldose reductase inhibitors (e.g., tobestat, etc.), (5)

antiinflammatory and/or antiallergy compounds (e.g., steroidal compounds such as betamethasone,

clobetasone, dexametliasone, fluorometholone, hydrocortisone, prednisolone, etc. and nonsteroidal

30 conq)ounds such as antazoline, brorafenac, diclofenac, indomethacin, lodxamide, s^rofen, sodium

cromoglycate, etc., (6) artifidal tear/dry eye therapies, comfort drops, irrigation fluids, etc. (e.g.,

physiological saline, water, or oils; all optionally containing polymeric compounds such as

acetylcysteine, hydroxyethylcellulose, hydroxymellose, hyaluronic acid, polyvinyl alcohol,

polyacrylic acid derivatives, etc.), (7) local anaesthetic coiiq)ounds (e.g., amethocaine, lignocaine,

35 oxbuprocaine, proxymetacaine, etc.), (8) compounds which assist in tiie healing of comeal surface

defects (e.g., cyclosporine, diclofenac, urogastrone and growth factors such as epidermal growth

11
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fector), (9) mydriatics and cyclq)l^cs (e.g., atropine, cydopentolate, hamatropine, hyosdne,

tiqpicamide, etc.), (10) conqxiunds for the treatment ofpterygium (e.g., mitomycin C, collagenase

inhibitors such as batimastat, etc. (1 1 ) conqxnmds for tfie treatmsit ofmacular degeneration and/or

diabetic retinopathy and/or cataract prevention, (12) compounds for systemic efifects followiiig

5 absorpticm into the bloodstream after ocular administration (e.g., insulin, narcotics, analgesics,

anesthetics).

The terms "diagnostic" and "diagnostic agent** and the like are used interchangeably herein

to describe any conqxnmd that is delivered to a patient in order to cany out a diagnostic test or assay

on tiie patient. Such agoits are often tagged with a radioactive or fiuorescoit component or other

10 conq)onentwMch can be readily detected when administered to the patient. Exemplary diagnostic

agents include, but are not limited to, methacholine, histamine, salt, specific allergens (such as

pollen'or pollen extracts), sulphites, and imaging agents for magnetic resonance imaging and/or

scintign^hy. Diagnostic agents can be used to, for exanq}le, assess bronchial constriction in patients

having or suspected ofhaving cystic fibrosis or asthma. Radiolabelled aerosols can be used to

I S diagnose pulmonary embolism, or to assess mucociliary clearance in various chronic obstructive

diseases ofthe lung. Other diagnostic confounds include sensory compounds, including

biocompatible coirq)ounds with distinctive taste, smell, or color, e.g., to assess the efficacy of aerosol

delivery. Diagnostic agents can also be used to assess ophthalmic conditions. Exemplary ocular

diagnostic agents include, but are not limited to, such confounds as fluorescein or rose bengal.

20 Diagnostic agents are described and disclosed in U.S. Patent No, 5,792,057.

The term "formulation" is intended to encompass any drug or diagnostic agent formulation

which is delivered to a patient using the present invention. Such formulations generally iiiclude the

drug or diagnostic agent present within a pharmaceutically acceptable inert carrier. The formulation

is generally in a liquid fiowable form which can be readily aerosolized, the particles having a

25 particle size in the range of 0.3 to 12 microns in diameter for respiratory administration.

Formulations can be administered to the patient using device ofthe invention can be administered by

nasal, intrapulmonaiy, or ocular delivery.

The terms "aerosol," "aerosolized formulation," and llie like, are used interchangeably herein

to describe a volume of air which has suspended within it particles ofa formulation conq>rising a

30 drug or diagnostic agent. Hie particles preferably have a diameter in the range

of 0.5 to 12 microns, for respiratory therapy, or in the range of 1 5 to SO microns for ocular tiierapy.

The term "aerosol-free air" is used to describe a volume of air vAach is substantially firee of

other mat^ial and, in particular, substantially fiee of particles of aerosolized drug.

Hie term "dosing evoit" shall be interpreted to mean tilie administration ofdrug or

3 5 diagnostic agent to a patient by the ocular or respiratory (e.g., nasal or intr2q)ulmonary) route of

administration (i.e., {^plication ofa formulation to the patient's eye or to the patimt's respirator}'

12
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tract by inhaladoa ofaerosolized particles)^di event imy eiiOQaq)ass one or more releases ofdrug

or diagnosdc agent fimmilatioa fioni a dispensing devi^

preferably 10 minutes or less, and more preferably 5 minutes or less, daring vAidi period multiple

administrations (e.g., applications to tlie eye or inhalations) may be made by tiie patient and multiple

S doses ofdrug or.diagnosdc agentnmy be released aiid administered. A dosing event shall involve

the administration ofdrug or diagnostic formulation to the patient in an amonmt ofabout 10 |il to

about 1,000 ^1 in a single dosing event Dq)ending on the drug concentration in the fimnulation, a

single package may not contain sufBdent drug for therapy or diagnosis. Acccndingly, a dosing

eventmay inchide die release ofdrug or diagnostic agmt contained from several containers ofa

10 package held in a cassette or the drug or diagnostic agent contained within a plural^

containers when the containers are administered over a period oftime, e.g., vnSm S to 10 ininuteis of

each other, preferably within 1 -2 minutes of each other.

The teim 'Velocity oftiie drug" or "velocity ofparticles" shall mean the average speed of

particles of drug or diagnostic agent fbimulation moving from a release point such as the porous

1 5 membrane ofthe nozzle or a valve to a patient*s mouth or eye. In a preferred embodiment pertaining

to respiratory therapy, the relative velocity ofthe particles is zero or substantially z^o with

reference to the flow created by patient inhalation.

The term "bulk flow rate" shall mean the average velocity at which air moves through a

channel.

20 The term "flow boundary layer" shall mean a set of points defining a layer above the inner

surface of a channel through which air flows wherein the air flow rate below the boundary layer is

substantially below the bulk flow rate, e.g., 50% or less than &e bulk flow rate.

The term "carrier" shall mean a flowable, pharmaceutically acceptable exdpient material,

which is not in itselfpharmaceutically active. The carrier is preferably a liquid, flowable material,

25 in which a drug or diagnostic agent is suspoided in or more preferably dissolved in. Useful carriers

do not adversely interact with the drug or diagnostic agent and have properties which allow for the -

formation of aerosolized particles, which particles preferably have a diameter in the range of 0.5 to

12.0 microns that are generated by forcmg a formulation comprising the carrier and drug or

diagnostic agent through pores having an unflexed diameter of 0.25 to 6.0 micnms for ddivery to the

30 respiratory tract. Similarly, a usefid carrier for dehvery to the eye does not adversely intenictwdth

the drug or diagnostic agent and has properties which allow for the formation ofaerosolized

particles, which particles preferably have a diameter of 15 to 50 microns and are generated by

fi)rcing the formulation oomprisirig the carrier and drug or diagnostic agent Ifarou^ pores 7.5 to 25

microns in relaxed diameter. Preferred carriers include water, ethanol, saline solutions and mixtures

35 thereof, with pure water being preferred. Other carriers can be used provided that they can be

13
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finnnilated to create a suitable aerosol and do not adv^sdy afibct humaa tissue or the drug or

diagnostic agent to be delivered.

Ibe tenn "measuriqg** describes an event \viiereby the (1) total lung capacity, (2) inspizatoiy

flow rate or (3) in^ixatory vohune ofthe patioit is measured and/or calculated and the infisrmatiQa

S used in order to detennine an optinaial point in the inspiratory cycle at vMch to release an aerosolized

and/or aerosol-free volume of air. An actual measurmeotofbodi rate arid volume may be rnade or

the rate can be directly ineasured and tiievohmie calculated based on the measured rate Thetotal

liipg capacity can be measured or calculated based on the patient's hei^ Itisalso

prefoable to continue measuring inspiratory flow during and after any drug delivery and to record

10 inspiratory flow rate and TOluine before, during arid after the rdease of drug. Such reading makes it

possible to determine ifdrug or diagnostic agent was pnq)erly delivered to the patient.

The tarn "monitoring" shall mean measuring lung fimctions such as inspiratory flow,

inspiratory flow rate, and/or inspiratory volume so that a patient's lung fimction as defined herein,

can be evaluated beft>re and/or after dmg delivery thereby making it possible to evaluate the effect of

15 drug delivery on, fi)r example, the patient's lung ftmction.

Hie term "inspiratory flow profile" shall be mterpreted to mean data calculated in one or

more events measuring inspiratory flow and cumulative volume, which profile can be used to

determine a point wiflun a patient's inspiratory cycle whidi is optimal for the release ofdrug to be

delivered to a patient. An optimal pomtwithm the inspiratory cycle for the release ofan aerosol

20 volume is based, in part, on ( 1 ) a point most likely to deliver the aerosol volume to a particular area

ofa patio's respiratory tract, in part on (2) a point whfain the inspiratory cycle likely to result in the

maximum delivery ofdrug and, in part, on (3 ) a point in the cycle most likely to result in the delivery

ofa reproducible amount of drug to the patient at each release ofdrug. The criteria 1-3 are listed in

a preferred order of inportance. However, the order ofimportance can change based on

25 circumstances. The area ofthe respiratory tract being treated is determined by adjusting the volume

of aerosol-containing or aerosol-free air and/or by adjusting the particle size ofthe aerosol. The

repeatability is determined by releasing at the same point in the respiratory cycle each time drug is

released. To provide for greater eCBciency in delivery, the dmg dehvery point is selected within

given parameters.

30 The terms "formulation" and "flowable formulation" and the like are used interchangeably

herein to describe any pharmaceutically active drug (e.g.. a respiratory dmg, or drug that acts locally

or systemically, and that is suitable for respiratory delivery) or diagnostic agent combined with a

pharmaceutically acceptable carrier in flowable form having properties such that it can be

aerosolized to particles having a diameter of 0.5 to 12.0 microns for respiratory therapy, or 15 to 75

35 microns for ocular thempy. Flowable formulations include powders and liquids. Flowable

formulations are preferably solutions, e.g., aqueous solutions, ethanolic solutions, aqueous/ethanolic

14
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solutions, saline solutiaas, colloidal suspensions and microcrystalline suspensions. Prefened

fimnulations are drug(s) and/or diagnostic agent(s) dissolved in a liquid, preferably in in^ater.

The teim "substantially diy" shall mean diat particles offbnnulation include an amount of

canier (e.g., water or edianol) which is equal to (in wdght) or less ftm the amount ofdrug or

S diagnostic agent in the paitide,moi]e preferably it means free

The tenns "aerosolized particles" and "aerosolized particles offommlation" diall mean

partides offormulation conqirised of carrier and drog and/or diagnostic agent that are formed upon

forcing die fonnulation through a nozzle, which nozzle comprises a flexible porous mfimhranft

.

Where lespiratory therapy is desired, the partides are ofa sufBdently small size such that when the

10 partides are formed, tliey remain suspended in the air for a su£Bdent amount oftime for inhalation

by die padentthrougji his nose or mouth. Where ocular therapy is desired, the particles foraied are

ofa size optimal for appUcaticm to the eye. Preferably, particles for respiratory delivery have a

diameter offrom about 0.5 micron to about 12 microns, and are generated by forcing die fonnulation

through die pores ofa flexible porous membrane, where the pores have an unfiexed exit aperture

15 diameter in the range ofabout 0.25 micron to about 6.0 microns. More preferably, die particles for

respiratory dehvery have a diameter of about 1.0 to 8.0 microns widi the partides created by beir^

moved through pores having an unfiexed exit aperture diameter ofabout 0.5 to about 4 microns. For

ocular delivery, the particles have a diameter from about 15 micron to about 75 microns, and are

genoated by forcing the formulation through the pores of a flexible porous membrane, where the

20 pores have an unfiexed exit aperture diameter in the range of about 5 micron to about 50 microns.

More preferably, the particles for ocular delivery have a diameter ofabout 15 to 50 microns, and can

be generated by forcing the formulation through flexible membrane pores having an unfiexed exit

aperture diameter of about 7.5 to about 25 microns. In either respiratory or ocular delivery, the

fiexible membrane pores are present at about 10 to 10,000 pores over an area in size of fi'om about

25 1 sq. millimeter to about I sq. centimeter, preierably fiom about 1 x 10' to about 1 x lO'' pores per

square millimeter, more preferably from about 1 x 10^ to about 3 x 10"* pores per square millimeter,

and the low resistance filter has an opening density in the range of 20 to 1,000,000 pores over an

area ofabout one square millimeter.

The term "substantially through" with reference to the pores being formed in the membrane

30 or material shall mean pores which either completely traverse the thickness ofthe membrane or are

formed to have a thin peelable layer over their exit aperture. The pores formed with a peelable layer

over thrir exit apertures are formed so as to peel outward at a substantially Iowct pressure than

would be required to rupture the membrane in the nonporous areas.

An "individual", "subject", or "patient", used interchangeably herein, is a mammal,

3 5 preferably a human.
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AerosoijzationNozzles Comprisino Specialized Pore Structures

The present inventioii provides thin sheets ofmembraae cQnq)risiiig specialized pore

structures. These tnembranes are useM as aerosolizationnozdes. The nozzles ofthe invention

conqnise membranes having a plurality ofpores through v/bick a flowable fbmnilatioii is aerosolized

S for delivery to a subject The plurality ofpores passes through a "nozzle area" ofthe membrane, i.e.,

the area ofthe membrane through which the formulation is extroded and aerosolized. The material

usedmay be any material firom v/Hdh. suitable pores can be fomed and which does not adversely

interact with other components ofthe delivery device, particularly widi the fomsulation beix^

administered.

10 Pore characteristics and configurations

A critical feature ofthe membranes ccxnprising specialized pore structures of^ invention

is the entrance sqperture diameter to exit aperture diameter ratio ofthe pore, i^^diich in turn relates to

the pressure needed to generate an aerosol The ratio ofthe entrance aperture diameter to exit

aperture diameter ofthese pores is significantly higher than that previously achieved. Accordingly,

IS the present invention provides nozzles having pores with entrance aperture diameter to exit diameter

ratio of at least about 10:1, more preferably at least about 12.5:1, more preferably at least about IS:1,

more preferably at least about 20: 1 , more preferably at least about 25 : 1 , up to about 1 00: 1

.

Tlie pores can be of any shape, including, but not limited to, multi-step and tapered.

Tapered pores are generally conical, where "conical" means tiiat the pores are larger on one side of

20 the membrane than on the other side, and that the diameter decreases in a continuous, linear fashion,

i.e., a smooth curve, and includes instances where the cross-section ofthe pores is conical or curved.

Mxilti-step pores can have two, three, four, or more steps, as necessary to achieve a reduction in the

pressure needed to generate an aerosol. The number of steps is not critical to the aerosolization

nozzles ofthe present invention. The height and aperture size of each pore step may depend upon

25 the thickness ofthe membrane material. In some embodiments, the pore step adjacent to the

entrance side ofthe manbrane has a height of from about 20 % to about 90 %, usually fi-om about

40% to about 80%, ofthe thickness ofthe material. Each pore step may be roughly cylindrical or

conical in shape, where "cylindrical" means that the steps pass perpendicularly through the

membrane and have approximately the same diameter throughout their length, and "conical" means

30 that the pores are larger on one side ofthe membrane tiian on the other side, and that the diamet^

decreases in a continuous, linear fiishion, and includes instances where the cross-section ofthe pores

is conical or curved, hi some embodiments, the through-steps are conical.

When the pores, pore steps, or through-steps ofthe pores are conical, the wider diameter of

the cone is found on the entrance side ofthe pore to vMch the formulation is s^phed under pressure,

35 wMe the smaller diameter ofthe cone is closer to the exit side ofthe pore from which aerosolization

occurs. The exit aperture size ofthe pores is preferably uniform; foUowing the methods tau^
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herein, the vaiiability in exh aperture size is gaieraHy less Aan about 10%» usually less than about

S%. The nozzle may be provided as an integral part nfthe fairrmlatinfn paAagmg nr mg^y hpt

provided sq)arately, for exasapk integrally ^itfa the inhalation device, or around on a roll for

disposable use.

5 The pore structures described herdn are formed in a mwbrane for use in an aierosohzation

device, and allow gcneraticm of aerosols at significantly lower aerosolization pressures than was

previously achievable. Accordingly, the pore structures oftiie present invention, when formed m

membranes used in an aeiosolizatioa device, allow aerosolization ofa flowable formulation at

extrusion pressures less than about SOO psi, goierally in a range of about 100 psi to about 500 psi,

10 usually in a range ofabout 200 psi to about 400 psi. In general, the amount ofpressure required is

greater than about 100 psi, and less than about 500 psi.

For respiratory delivery, the pores are foimed so as to have an unflexed exit aperture

diameter fh)m about 0.25 to 6.0 microns in size, preferably 0.5 to 5.0 microns. When the pores have

this size, the droplets that are formed will have a diameter about twice the diameter ofthe pore size.

15 In some cases, it may be desirable to g^erate aerosols having an aerodynamic size in a particular

range. Thus, it may be of interest to generate particles having an aerodynamic size in the range of 1-

3 pm, 4-6 ^m, or 7-10 \im. Exit pore aperture sizes would be adjusted accordingly.

The terms "particle diameter", "particle size" and the like are used interchangeably herein to

refer to particle size as given in the "aerodynamic" size ofthe particle. The aerodynamic diameter is

20 a measurement ofa particle of unit density that has the same terminal sedimentation velocity in air

under normal atmospheric conditions as the particle in question. When small (e.g., 1-50 micrometer

diameter) particles are said to have the same diameter, they have the same terminal sedimentation

velocit}^ This is pointed out in that it is difficuh to accurately measure the diameter of small

particles using current technology and the shape of such small particles may be continually

25 changing. For ocular delivery, the pores are formed so as to have an unflexed exit aperture diameter

in the range of 5 microns to 50 microns, preferably 7.5 to 25 microns.

The pores can be spaced from about 10 to about 1000 ^un apart or more, but are preferably

spaced from about 30 to about 70 ^m apart, most preferably about 50 ^m ^art. The pore spacing is

determined in part by the need to prevent the aerosol fiom adjacent pores foxn adversely interfering

30 with each other, and in part to minimize the amount ofmembrane used and the associated

manufocturing difficulties and costs. The pore spacing is preferably foirly uniform, with a

variability in tiie interpore distance ofpreferably less 'dian about 20%, more preferably less than

about 10%, and most preferably about 2% or less (<1 pm variability for pores spaced 50 ^m apart).

The pores in a nozzle area may be arranged in regular arrays, sudi as in rows or grids of

35 pores at r^;ular, substantially uniform distances from one another. In one onbodiment ofthe

invention, the pores are formed m a 7 x 48 array ofpores spaced 50 ^m ^art.
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A given membrane may have a pli]xalit$r ofnozzle areas, at a given distance fiom an adjacent

nozde area, and sq)arated firm adjacoitnozzte area by a section ofnon-poiousinembrane. Insome

embodiments, Aeineimbrane is a strq)conq>i]sing a phirality of^ separated fiom one

another by non-porous monbrane areas.

5 Hie amount ofliquid being aerosolized is generally fiom about 10 fil to about 100

milliliters. In some embodiments, the amount ofliquid is in a range offrom about 5 milliliters (ml)

to about 100 milliliters, from about 10 milliliters to about 90 millilitets, fiom about 20 millito

about 80 milMtexs, from about 40 nulUliters to about 60 inillilite^ In odier embodiments, the

amount ofliquid is in a range of fitsn about 0.5 ml to about 10 ml, fitsn about 1 ml to about 8 ml,

10 fiom about 2 ml to about 6 ml. In still odierembodimoits, the amount of liquid is in a raoge offiom

about 10 ^1 to about 1000 fd, from about 20 pi to about 100

The density ofpores in the nozzle area ranges from 1 to about 1,000 pores, generally about

100 to about 900 pores, per square millimeter. In some embodiments, the pore density in the nozzle

area is about 100 pores per square millimeter. In other anbodiments, this density is about 200 pores

15 per square millimeter.

The period oftime over which the formulation is to be administered must also be

considered. The delivery time is a critical parameter, as it is necessary to generate the aerosol during

a sufficiently short period oftime so that the aerosol may be targeted to a specific area ofthe

respirator}' tract during inspiration. For a given pore exit diameter and formulation pressure, hole

20 number can be adjusted to control delivery time. G^erally, aerosolization will occur within about

0.5 to about 5 seconds, usually in a range of about 1 second to about 2 seconds.

In one ^bodiment, the pores are incompletely formed so that a thin peelable layer remains

covering the exit apertures ofthe pores. This peelable layer bursts outward upon forcible ^plication

ofthe drug formulation to the nozzle during drug delivery, permitting aerosolization ofthe

25 ibnnuIatiQn. The peelable layer ofthe pores is formed so as to have a breaking pressure

significandy below that ofthe overall membrane, and the pressure at which the layer bursts is

significandy below that q)plied in Hhq normal course ofdrug administraticHi, so that the pores biurst

substantially uniformly and completely. The incompletely formed pores may be formed by

^plication ofa thin layer ofmaterial to die outer side ofthe membrane after formation of complete

30 pores, or by incompletely ablating holes through the membrane.

In another embodiment, the pores are provided with elevated areas surrounding the exit

aperture, so as to prevent hquid from intruding fiom the outer sur&ce of the membrane back into the

pore and thereby disrupting aerosolization. The elevated areas may be ofany shsqpe, such as circidar

or rectangular, or may be irregularly sh^}6d. The elevated areas can be constructed by any suitable

35 means, for example by etching away portions ofthe outer layer ofdie membrane, by laser drilling
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procedures wbich lead to sputtering ofmaterial around the pores, by molding or casting, by

dqtositicm ofmaterial via a mask in locations where pores are to be formed, and the like.

A pore may be formed so as to have an elevated area via excimer laser ablation from the

opposite side ofthe membrane. The fbmmtion ofthe elevated area via excimer laser ablation can be

S controlled by altering the pulse nmnber a minimal number ofpulses used to poietrate the

membrane will form an elevated area around the aperture cm the opposite side ofthe membrane;

increasiiig the mmiberofpulses will then remove this elevated area. For example, for a 25 micron

thick polyimide membrane, 120 pulses ofa 308 nm exdmer laser at an energy density of630 mJ/cm^

will form a pore having an elevated area, wUle increasiiig lbs number ofpulses above ISO will

10 remove the elevated area and slightly widenthe pore apoture. The elevated areas may be of any

suitable dimensions, but preferably extend significantly less than the inteipore distance so as to

provide lower areas vdiere fluid is sequestered. The elevated areas can be made from any suitable

material, for exairq)le the noaterial conqmsing the bulk ofdie membrane, or may be made from

materials with desirable properties sudi as hydrqphobicity or solvent or drug repellence so as to

IS repel the drug formulation from entering the exit ^erture ofthe pores.

Membrane materials and characrerigrifig

The membrane material is preferably hydrophobic and mchides, but is not limited to,

materials such as polycarbonates, polyimides, polyamides, polysulfone, polyolefin, polyurethane,

polyethers, polyedier imides, polyethjiene and polyesters ^cfamay have the pores formed therein

20 by any suitable method including, but not limited to, laser drilling, electron discharge maf^Hining^ or

anisatnq)icetdung through a thin fibnofmetal or other suitable materid Co-poiymm ofthe

foregoing can also be used. Shape memoiypolymen,vriudi are known in the art and have been

described in, inter alia, U.S. Patent No. 5,910,357, can also be used. Preferably, the monbrane is

one Ibat does not interact chemically wi& the substance bdng aerosolized, or the aerosoUzation

2S solvent. The membrane preferably has sufficient structiira] itrtegrily sn that it is mamtamgij intart

(will not rupture) vfben subjected to force in the amount up to about 580 psi, preferably ofup to

about 725 psi, while the formulation is forced through the pores.

In some embodiments, the material is a flexible polymeric organic material, for example a

polyether, polycarbonate, polyimide, polyether nnide, polyethylene or polyester. FlexibiUty ofthe

30 materia] is preferred so that the nozzle can adopt a convex sh^ and protrude into the airstream

upon application of pressure, thus forming the aerosol away from the static boundary layer of air.

Material which is substantially non-flexible can also be used, and, if such material is used, is

preferably shaped to have a convex configuration.

As would be apparent to those skilled in the art who read this disclosure, the nozzle area is

35 the porous membrane area. That area may be integral with surrounding sheet material (i.e. a porous

area of sheet or tape) or be a sqsarate membrane covering an opening in a thin sheet or tape (i.e., a
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poious membrane sheet sq}aiale fiom the sumninding sheet or ts^). h sonae embodimcats, die

porous inembrane is cova:ed by a removable cov^ sheet

membrane.

Hie thickness ofthe membrane afiects both the manu&ctming ofthe nozzles and containers

5 as as the pressue required to generate the desited aerosol during adm Thinner

membranes require less pressure to generate an aerosol, but are conversely more difiScutt to handle

during manufacftiring, for exanq)le in Iflmwiafwig tfae membrane to Gtba oonq)onents ofthe

fbnnulationcontainer. Themenibraneisprefoablyabout lOtoab^ fiom

about IS to about 40 micrometers, from about 20 to about 30 micromet^ more preferably from

10 about 12 to about 45 |jun in thickness. In one embodimeht, the membrane material is a 25 ^m thick

film ofpolyimide. Considerations for the membrane material include the ease ofmanufiuture in

combination with the foimulation container, flexibility ofIfae membrane, and tiie pressure required

to generate an aerosol fipom pores spanning a membrane ofa given matgrj^i thickness and flexibility.

1 5 Methodsfor generating pores in reduced pressure extrusionnozzles

Tbe present invention provides methods for goieratiiQ specialized pore structures as

described above in thin sheets ofmaterial. Suitable methods inchide, but are not limited to, laser

ablation (micromachining), anisotropic etching, and electron disdbaige madiining. Pores can be

formed by a single-stq) or a mohi-step method. These methods include, but are not limited to, a

20 multi-step process; a one-step process using a single, variable-density mask; and dithering. These

methods are described below. Membranes comprising these specialized pore structures are use&l in

aerosolization nozzles. Accordingly, the invention provides methods ofmaking aerosolization

nozzles. These nozzles can be used in reduced-pressure aerosolization devices.

hi some embodiments, laser ablation is used to form t£^>e^ed or multi-step pores as described

25 herein in the membrane. The particular laser source used in the method ofthe invention will to some

extent be detennined by the material in which the pores are to be formed. Generally, the laser source

must supply a sufficient amount of energy of a wavelength which can form an effective

aerosolization nozzle in the material being ablated. Typically, for an organic polymer membrane,

the wavelength is from about 150 nm to about 360 nm.

30 The output ofthe particular laser source can be manipulated in a variety ofways prior to

being applied to the material. For example, the frequency can doubled or tripled using, for example,

a lithium triborate crystal or series of crystals, or a combination thereof This laser beam can be

further split into multiple beams to create multiple pores simultaneously. The beam can also be

directed through a mask or spatially filtered, and can also be e^qsanded prior to focusing.

35 One laser effixtive for sudi nozzles is a neodyrmum-yttrium aluminum garnet laser. This

laser can be configured to provide a pulsed ultraviolet wavelength light source which provides
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su£Sdendy high peak powerm short pulsc^ to peixn^ Thebeam

profile fixim this laser is radially symmetric which tends to produce radially symmetric pores.

Another laser effective for creating pores in materials such as poly^hers and polyimides is

an excimer laser, llus laser also produces ultraviolet waveloigth light. However, the beam is not

5 radially symmetrical but is projected through a mask to simultaneously drill one or more conical or

cylindrical holes. In some embodiments, the las^ source is an esccimer laser providing a waveleogdi

ofSOSmn. The energy doisity used for such a laser lypicaOy ranges fixim about 300 to abo^

mJ/cm^ from about 400 tnj/av? to about 700 nJ/cm^ fiom about SCO mJ/cm^ to about 700 mJ/cm^.

In S(Kne embodiinents, the energy density is about 630 mJ/cm^. Using such a las^ cm a 25 ^m thick

10 polyimidemembrane^ the munb^ofpulses is typically about 40 to about 200. Ihose skilled in the

art win readily appreciate that these parameters can be varied, depending on the ftidcness ofthe

nmbrane being drilled.

The methods ofthe presoit invention for producing a porous membrane, generally comprise

lbs steps of: directing laser energy onto an entrance sur&ce ofa membrane and continuing to direct

IS the energy until the laser has created a pore haviiig an entrance ^lerture and anexrt £q)erture having a

pore entrance aperture size and a pore exit aperture size, wherein the ratio ofpore entrance aperture

size to pore exit aperture size is at least about 10: 1 . The directing oflaser energy can be repeated a

pluraUty oftimes, by repositioning the laser energy for each directing step, or by repositioning the

membrane for each directing step.

20 Multi-step methods

A pore as described herein can be made by multi-step methods. The pores are ablated in

stepwise fashion from the entrance side ofthe membrane to form steps of decreasing diameter

toward the exit side ofthe membrane. This decreases Ae total number of laser pulses necessary to

generate a pore having a wider entrance ^erture and a narrower exit aperture, and allows for

25 oitrance ^erture diameters which could not be achieved via single-step methods for a given exit

^erture diameter.

The multistep methods generally comprise the steps of directing laser energy onto a first

surface of a membrane having a thickness X and continuing to direct the energy until the laser has

created an entrance hole into the first surface having a depth ofXA^ whereinY is greater than X and

30 less than lOX and the entrance hole has a diameter D; directing laser energy onto a second sur&ce at

the bottom ofthe hole until the laser has created an exit hole having a diameter D/d wiierein d is

greater than D and is less than 1OD wherein the depth ofthe entrance hole combined with the depth

ofthe exit hole is a depth in a range offrom X to 0 .95X. In general, Y is in a range of about 4X to

about 0.5 X, usually in a range ofabout 2X to about 1 .OX. TypicallyY is about 2X ±10%.

35 To form a muhi-step pore, a first pore step is formed to a depth hi (resulting in a first pore

stq) height hi) in a monbrane, starting from the entrance side ofthe membrane, wherem hi is less
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tlian the thickness ofthe membiane, and is goierally aboiut 20% to about 90%, generally aboat 40%

to about 80% of^ Sickness ofthe membrane. Tbe first poie step has an entrance ap^tuie size and

an exit aperture size. A second pore step is then fornied to a depth h2 (resulting in a second pore

step heig^h2XwMch in turn has an entrance apeituiesi^ Thesecond

5 pore step entrance aperture size is generally about 20% to about 90%, generally about40% to about

80% oftfae first pore step aperture size. Hie second pore step exit q)erture can also be the pore est,

or can lead to a third pore step. In general, the entrance q)erture size ofagivm pore stq) is about

20% to about 90%, generally about40% to about 80%^ ofthe exit aperture size ofdie preceding,

membrane entrance side-proximal, pore stq>. This process is shown schematically in

10 Figflre2.

For exanq)le, a two-stq) pore can be formed by directing about 40-60 pulses ofan excimer

laser beam at a fluence level of625 mJ/cm^ so as to form a 25 ^m entrance aperture diameter first

pore step to a depth of 10-20 ^mth^mgha25 |im thick polyimidefihn, resulting in a first pore stqp

havipg a height of 10-20 ^m. A seccmd beam ofsimilar fluence can then be directed coaxially, or

1 5 nearly coaxially, for about 50-75 pulses into^ pardally ablated first pore stq> so as to have a 4-6

|im entrance aperture diameter from the bottom ofthe partially ablated first pore step through to the

exit side ofthe membrane to produce a pore having an exit aperture of about 1 .0 to about 1.5 |xm,

e.g. 1.2 ^m, thereby forming a second pore step having a 4-6 fim entrance aperture diameter and a

1.0 to about 1.5 ^m exit diameter. The resulting multi-step pore has an oitrance aperture diameter to

20 exit aperture diameter ratio of about 20: 1 to about 25: 1

.

Each step which does not pass dirough to the exit side of the membrane can have one or

more fiirther steps or through-steps ablated fi-om its exit side terminus. Up to the entire nozzle area

ofthe membrane can be ablated in forming the first step or series of steps. The entire array of

through-steps can then be ablated in this ablated area. The result is that, for a two-step process, the

25 entire nozzle area of a 25 urn thick polyimide fihn can be ablated in the first step to a depth of 10-20

^m, and the entire array ofthrough-steps can then be ablated through the remainder ofthe

membrane.

Single-step methods

Any of a number of single-step methods are available for use in generating pore structures

30 for reduced-pressure aerosolization.

One such method makes use of a single mask having a variable-density dot pattem, as

described in U.S. Patent No. 5,417,897, which method is specific to making a hole for an inkjet

printer nozzle. Using this method, a mask may comprise an open central region, which allows 100%

transmission of the laser energy. Surrounding and continuous with the open cmtral region is a

3 5 second region in which the mask material is arranged in a pattern ofopaque dots which act to

partially shield a membrane in vMch pores are to be formed. By selecting a density ofopaque dots
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in Ihe per^heral regioa around the central q)aii^

completely ablated tfaiough, and the pe[q>heral portions ofthe nozzle will be only partially ablated.

Transmission oflaser energy in the first peripheral rogioii is about 2^ Aseccod

per^dieral rpgion canbe made such tiiat the transmission is less than in the first peripheral region.

S By varying the density oftiie opaque dots indie first and (optional) second perq)heral r^ons, the

pore fbnned in the nozdernembrane can be inade to a desired shape. This process is sometimes

referred to herein as a "Grayscale process".

Another method for making pores having the characteristics described above involves use of

dithering, or rotating an optical mirror to rotate a laser beam during the ablation process. By

10 changing the rotation ofthe mirror, the laser beam can be focused onto an area ofsuccessively

decreasing size through the thickness ofthe membrane, thereby forming a reduced-pressure

aerosolization pore having the characteristics described herein. The dithering metiiod has been

anq)ly described in the literature, including, for exanq)le, in U.S. Patent No. 4,894,1 IS.

1 5 NozzleAND Container Conhgurations

The present invention provides containers for aerosolizing a flowable formulation, the

containers comprising the nozzles con^iising speciahzed pore structures, as described above.

Further provided are methods ofmaking the containers

.

In general, the nozzle comprised ofa porous membrane according to the invention can be

20 used in conjunction with any container suitable for containing a drug or diagnostic agent formulation

of interest. The container can be, for exan:^)le, a single-dose container or a multidose container.

Examples of single-dose and multi-dose containers are provided in Exanqjle 2 and in Figures 6 and

7. The containers can be refillable, reusable, and/or disposable. Preferably, the container is

disposable. The container can be designed for storage and delivery of a drug or diagnostic agent that

25 is dry, substantially dry, hquid, or in the form of a suspension. The container may be any desired

size. In most cases the size ofthe container is not directly related to the amount of drug or

diagnostic agent being delivered in that most formulations include relatively large amounts of

exdpient material, e.g., water or a saline solution. Accordingly, a given size container could include

a wide range of different doses by varying drug (or diagnostic agent) concentration.

30 The present invention provides a container for a^osolizing a flowable liquid fomiulation for

delivery to a patient, comprising: (a) a sheet of flexible mmbrane material having an

entrance side to \^ch the formulation is ^plied under a pressure, an exit side from which aerosol is

rdeased, and a nozzle area, v^ch nozzle area has a plurality of pores dierem through which the

formulation is extruded, ^ch ofthe pores having an exit aperture and an entrance aperture ha\'iiig a

35 pore entrance aperture size and a pore exit aperture size, wherein the ratio ofpore entrance q)erture

size to pore exit aperture size is at least about 10: 1; (b) container walls cormected to the sheet
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ivherein a wall ofthe contamer is coll^sible by the sq^plicadcm of a force; and (c) a liquid

fooxiulalion held within ibe cQxit^^

The present invention further provides methods for making the aerosolization containers as

described herem, generally con^risii^ positioning a sheet of flexible membrane material, which

5 comprises nozzle areas having pore stractures as provided in die present invention;Bi^doast to a

container compiisiiq; a formulation, such that the nozzle is connected to the container, wherein the

container conq)iises at least one wall colhq)sible by the ^Ucation ofa force.

Because the container conqmses a nozzle as described above, a force ofabout 500 pounds

per square inch (psi) or less collapses the container and forc^ the fonmilaticni out ofpores ofthe

10 membrane and aerosohzes the fonnulation. Generally, the amount ofpressure required to collapse

the contains, force the formulation out ofIfae pores ofthe membrane, and aerosolize His fonnulation

is in a range ofabout 100 psi to about 500 psi, usually in a range of about 200 psi to about 400 psL

bx goaeral, the amount ofpressure required is greats tiian about 100 psi, and less than about 500 psL

Generally, the amount ofUquid foimulati(»i in the container is goierally from about 10 to

1 5 about 100 xniMters. bi some embodiments, the amount ofliquid is in a range offrom about 5

milliliters (ml) to about 100 milliliters, from about 10 miOiliters to about 90 milhliters, from about

20 milliliters to about 80 milliliters, from about 40 milliliters to about 60 milliliters. In other

embodiments, the amount of liquid is in a range offrom about 0.5 ml to about 10 ml, from about 1

ml to about 8 ml, from about 2 ml to about 6 ml. In still other embodiments, the amount of liquid is

20 in a range offrom about 10 ^l to about 1000 from about 20 ^1 to about 100 ^1.

The time required to aerosolize the formulation is generally in the range of0.5 second to 5

seconds, generally about 1 second to about 2 seconds.

The present invention further provides a disposable container comprising: (a) at least one

wall which is collapsible by the application of a force and having at least one opening, wherein the

25 opening leads to an open channel having an end; (b) a nozzle as described herein positioned at the

end ofthe open channel, the nozzle cQnq)rising: a sheet of flexible membrane material having an

entrance side to which said fonnulation is applied under a pressure, an exit side from which aerosol

is released, and a nozzle area, which nozzle area has a plurality ofpores therein through which the

fonnulation is extruded, each ofthe pores having an exit aperture and an entrance ^erture having a

30 pore entrance aperture size and a pore exit aperture size, wherein the ratio ofpore entrance aperture

size to pore exit aperture size is at least about 10:1; and (c) foimularion in an amount of 100

milliliters or less in the container. In some embodiments, the open channel comprises a seal which is

peeled open upon appUcation of a force exerted upon the collapsible wall. In other embodiments,

the disposable container fruther cQn9)rises a low resistance filter positioned betweea the seal and the

35 nozzle. The inv^on further provides a disposable package comprising one or a plurality ofa

container ofthe invention.
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Hie container can also be one tfiat provides fin: storage ofa dnig or diagnostic agsit in a dry

or substantially dry form until liie time of adndnistiation, at which point, ifdesired, the drug or

diagnostic agent can be mixed with water or oAer liquid. An exenqilaiy dual con9)aitment container

for canyiiQ out sadx mixing ofdry drug with Uquid just prior to administration is described in U.S

.

S Patent No. 5,709,202, incoipozated herein by refetmce with respect to sudi containers.

In a preferred embodiment, die containers useful with the invention comprise a smgle-use,

single-dose, disposable container that holds a foimulation for deliveiy to a patient and has a

colb^sible wall. In addition, the container can be configured in the same padcagevvitfa aporw

nuanbrsne and a low resistance fitter, where the low resistance filto* is positioned between the

10 porous membrane and a fonnulation contained in llie container. The container is preferably

disposable after a single use in the delivery ofthe fi>miulation contained therein.

In one embodim^ the container is shaped by a coll^sible wall. The container has an

q)ening covered by a nozzle cQnq)rised ofa flexible porous membrane. The exit apertures ofthe

pores ofthe nozzle are surrounded by elevated areas whidi prevent intrusion of fluid back into the

IS pores. Thecontaiiieriiichidesanopenirig whidileadstoancpendianiffilvAu

abutment (or peelable seal) \^'hich is peeled op&x upon the plication offorce created by

formulation being forced from the container. A low resistance filter can be positioned betwe^ the

formulatiQa and the peelable seal. The filter has a porosity such that the pres^ce ofthe filter does

not substantially increase the pressure required to generate an aerosol by forcing the formulation

20 through the porous membrane ofthe nozzle. When the abutment is peeled q)en, the formulation

flows to an area adjacent to the nozzle's flexible porous membrane and is prevented from flowing

fiuther in the chaimel by a nonbreakable abutment.

Figure 6 is a cross-sectional view of a preferred embodiment of a disposable container 1 of

the invention. The container is shaped by a collapsible wall 2. The container 1 includes an opening

25 which leads to an open channel 6, which channel 6 includes an abutment (or peelable seal) 7 which

is peeled open upon the ^plication of force created by formulation 5 being forced firom the

container, A low resistance filter 301 is positioned between the peelable seal 7 and the nozzle 302.

When tile peelable seal 7 is broken, the formulation 5 flows to an area adjacent the low resistance

filter 301, through the low resistance filter 301, ifpresent, and out the nozzle 302 to form an aerosol.

30 The formulation 5 is prevented fi-om flowing finther in the chaimel 6 by a nonbreakable abutment 8.

A number of containers can be connected together to form a package 46 as shown in Figure 7. The

package 46 is shown in the form of an elongated tape, but can be in any configuration (e.g., circular,

square, rectangular, etc.). Furthermore, the package 46 is shown comprising a single row of

containers, but can comprise two or more rows.

35 Figure 9 is a cross-sectional view ofthe disposable container 1 ofFigure 6 in use for

respiratory therapy. The wall 2 is bdng compressed by a mechanical component sudi as the cam 9,
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as shorn in Figure 9. The camimy be driven by a motor CQtmected to gears wMdit^

bring tfie cam into contact with and a])piy thenecessaiy force to the collapsible wall 2 ofthe

container 1. TbefbnnuhEtion Sis fenced dirou^ the low resistances^

open channel 6 (breaking the seal 7 shown in Figure 8), and against and through die nozzle 302

S causing the porous membrane ofthe nozzle 302 to protrude outward into a convex configuration as

shown in Figure 7. The cam 9 has been forced against the container waU 2 after a patient 10 begu^

fflhalation in the direction ofthe arrow "I."

An exemplary method for using the aerosol delivery device 40, as shown in Figure 9, is as

follows. Thepatient 10 inhales tfarougli the inouth from a tubular channel 11. Hie velocity ofthe air

10 moving throu^ the flow path 29 ofthe channel 1 1 can be measured across the diameter ofthe

channd to determme a flow profile 12, i.e., the air flowing through the chaimd llhasahigher

velocity Anther away fiom the inner surfoce ofthe diannel. Hie air velocity immediately adjacoit

to die inner surface ofthe channel 11 (Le.,infimtely close to die surfece) is very slow (i.e.,

^pioaches zero). A flow boundary layer 13 defines a set ofpoints below which (in a direction from

IS the channel center toward the inner sur&ce ofthe charmel) the flow of air is substantially below the

bulk flow rate, i.e., 50% or less than the bulk flow rate.

As shown in Figure 9, the convex shape that the flexible porous membrane ofthe nozzle 302

takes on during use plays an iit^ortant role. Preferably, the upper surface of the flexible porous

membrane of the nozzle 302 is substantially flush widi (i.e., in substantially the same plane as) the

20 inner suifece ofthe diannel 1 1 to allow air to flow freely. Thus, ifthe membrane ofthe nozzle 302

remained in place when the formulation 5 moved through the pores, the formulation would be

released into the slow moving or substantially "dead air" below the boundary layer 13. However,

\^4ien the formulation 5 is forced from the container 1 by force ^plied from a source such as a

motor-driven cam 22, the formulation 5 presses against the flexible porous membrane ofthe

25 nozzle 302 causing the porous membrane to convex outward beyond the plane ofthe resting surface

ofthe nozzle's membrane 302 and beyond the plane ofthe inner surface ofthe channel 1 1 . The

convex upward distortion ofthe membrane ofthe nozzle 302 is important because it positions the

pores ofthe membrane beyond the boundary layer 13 (shown in Figure 9) into faster moving air of

the channel II.

30 A de\ice similar to the device 40 ofFigure 9 can be similariy used to deliver a drug to the

respiratory traa by nasal delivery. For example, the mouthpiece 30 and opening 38 are suitably

modified to provide for delivery by nasal inhalation. Thus, the patient places the opening ofthe

modified device into his nostril and, after inhalation, a dose ofdie drug is delivered to die respiratory

tract ofthe patient in a maimer similar to that described above.

3 S Aerosol delivery of a drug to the eye can be accon4)fished using a device similar to the

device 40 described above, with modifications. For exanqsle, the device 40 shown in Figure 9 is
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modified sudi that the tnoutl^iece 30, q)etUQg 38, and chaimel are suitable foe aerosol deliveiy to

the surfiiceofihe patient's eye. Ilie patient positions the device so that aerosol fonmila^

the opeoiqg 38 ivill contact tiie eye*s surface; tlie channel is open at the opening end (opening 38)

and is preferably closed at the end opposite the opening end. The device may additionally coiiq)rise

5 a means to maintain the device in a stable position over the patient's eye and/or ameans for detecting

when the patienfs eye is open, l^xm activation ofthe device, a cam 9 (or other roedianical

con9)Qnent) crushes tiiecoU^sible wall 2 ofthe cQDtainffl. The formulations is forced through

the filter 301, into die (q)en channel 6 (breaking the seal 7), axui against and

tiiereby generating an aerosol i^ch is forced out ofdie device through an q)ening so as to come

10 into contact widi the surfoce ofthe eye.

The device ofthe invoition can use a low resistance filter and a porous membrane to prevent

dogging ofthe nozzIe^s porous membrane and to prevent the passage ofundissolved partides or

drug and/or odier undesirable particles fi-om being ddivered to the patient In general, the

formulation is released fiom a container, passed through at least one low resistance filter, and then

1 5 passed through a porous membrane ofa nozzle. An aerc^ol is formed from the dmg formulation

when it e?dts the pores ofthe porous membrane, and the aerosol is delivered to the patient.

The nozzle can be included as components ofa disposable package that is composed ofa

container that serves as a storage receptacle for the dmg fomiulation, a porous membrane, and,

optionally, a low resistance filter positioned between the dmg formulation and the nozzle. Sudi

20 filters are described and disclosed in U.S. Patent 5,829,435 issued November 3, 1998.

The nozzle can also be provided separate from the drug container and/or the disposable

package. For example, the nozzle can be provided as a single disposable unit that can be inserted in

the proper position relative to the container. The disposable nozzle can be inserted prior to use and

can be disposed after each use or after a recommended number of uses. Ahematively, the nozzle can

25 be provided as a separate ribbon or ribbons.

The formulation may be a low viscosity liquid formulation. The viscosity ofthe drug or

diagnostic agent by itself or in combination with a carrier is not of particular importance except to

note that the formulation must have characteristics such that the formulation can be forced out of

openings to form an aerosol, e.g., whoi the formulation is forced through the flexible porous

30 membrane it will form an aerosol preferably having a particle size in the range ofabout 0. 1 to 12

microns for intrapulmonary deliver}' or in the range of 15 to 75 microns for ocular delivery.

AEROSOL Delivery Devices

The present invention further provides aerosol delivery devices wUch comprise a container

35 as described herein. In general, aerosol delivery devices useful with the invention comprise (a) a

device for holding a formulation-contaiDing container, preferably a disposable contamer, with at
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least one but preferably a number ofcontainers, and (b) a medianical medianism for forcii^ the

contents ofa container (on the padcage) tfarou^ a nozzle conQ)rised ofa porous membrane and

having pore structures as provided by the presoit inventicm, optionally preceded by a low resistance

fiber. Where Ifae device is used for respiratory deUvery, the device can fiirAer comprise (c) an^

5 for ccaitrolling tbs inspiratory flow profile, (<Q a means for controlling the volume invMA the drug

or diagnostic agent is inhaled, (e) a switch for automatically rdeasing or firing the mechanical means

to rdease a determined volume ofaerosol and aerosol-firee air the inspiratory flow rate and/or

volume reaches a predetermined point, (f) a means for holding and moving one padcage after another

into a drag rdease position so that a new package is positioned in place for each release of drug, and

10 (g) a source ofpower, e.g., spring, or convartLonal batteries or oAer source of dectric power.

The present invention fiutfaer provides methods for making aerosol delivery devices as

described herein, goierally comprising disposmg a container as described herein in a holding device,

wherein the holding device is coupled to a mechanical mechanism for fordng the contents ofthe

container timnigh the nozzle of liie container.

IS Figure 10 is a cross-sectional view of an aerosol delivery device ofthe invention having a

multidose container and a ribbon oflow resistance filters and a ribbon ofporous membranes.

Figure 1 1 is a cross-sectional view ofan aerosol delivery device ofthe invention having a

multidose container and single ribbon having both interconnected low resistance fibers and nozzles

comprised ofporous m^branes.

20 The aerosol delivery devices ofthe invention can also comprise additional components such

as, but not limited to, a monitor for analyzing a patient's inspiratory flow (e.g., a flow sensor 3 1 as

shown in Figure 12 having tubes 35 and 36 connected to a pressure transducer 37, which tubes 35

and 36 communicate with the flow path 29 and which pressing transducer is electrically connected to

a microprocessor 26), a heating mechanism for adding ^ergy to the air flow into which the aerosol

25 particles are released (e.g., a heating mechanism 14 as shown in Figure 12), means for measuring

ambient temperature and humidity (e.g., a hygrometer 50 and thermometer 5 1 as shown in Figure

12), screens to prevent undesirable particles in the environment from entering the flow path (e.g.,

screens 32, 33, and 34 as shown in Figure 12), and/or other components that might enhance aerosol

delivery and/or patient con^)liance with an aerosol delivery regimen. The device can also comprise

30 con5)onents that provide or store information about a patient's aerosol delivery regimen and

comphance with such, the t^pes and amounts of drug delivered to a patient, and/or other information

useful to the patient or attending physician. Devices suitable for aerosol delivery according to the

invention (i.e., that can be adapted for use with a low resistance filter and nozzle as described herein)

are described in U.S. Patrat No. 5,544,646, issued August 13, 1996; U.S. Patent No. 5,497,763,

35 issued March 12, 1996; U.S. Patent No. 5,855,562; PCT published applicationWO 96/13292,
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published May 9, 1996; and PCT published applicationWO 9609846, published April 4, 1996, eadi

of^ch is incoiporated herein by reference to describe and disdose such aerosol ddiveiy devices

.

Aerosolizadon as described herein can be carried out widi a device ftat obtains power fixsni

a phg-in source; however, the device is preferably a self-contained, portable device that is battery

5 powoed. For exan^le, die methodology of^ inventicm can be carried out using a portable, hand-

hel4 battery'ipowered device vriiidi uses a microprocessor (e.g, as the means fiir recordmg a

charactajzadon ofthe inspiratory profile) as per U.S. Patents No.s 5,404,871; 5,450,336; and

5,906,202, incorporated herein by reference. The iiiicrqprocessor is progranmiedusiog the criteria

described herein using the device, dosage units, and system disclosed in U.S. Patent Nos. 5,709,202;

10 5,497,763; 5,544,646; and 5,823,178, with modifications as described hereia Altematively, the

mediodologyofthe invention can be carried out using a med3anical(none^ Those

skilled in the art would recognize that various components can be mechanically set to actuate at a

given inspiratory flow rate and at a given volume (e.g., a spinnable fly^eel ^ch rotates a given

amount per a given vohime).

IS An exemplary device 40 ofdieinvoition is shown in Figure 12. The device 40 is a hand

held, self-contained, portable, breath-actuated inhaler device 40 having a holder 20 with cylindrical

side walls and a hand grip 2 1 . The holder 20 is "loaded," i.e., connected to a container 1 that

indudes dosage units having liquid, flowable formulations ofpharmaceutically active drug or

diagnostic agent therein. A plurality of containers 1 (2 or more) are preferably linked together to

20 form a package 46. Figure 13 is a cross-sectional view ofa cassette 500 loaded into a delivery

device 40. The disposable package 46 is folded or woxmd into the cassette 500 in a manner which

makes it possible to move the individual containers 1 into a formulation release position within the

device 40. While the containers 1 are moved into position the cover 400 is removed. Although it is

possible to rewind any used portion ofthe package on a sprocket 70 and rewind the used cover 400

25 on a sprocket 85 or randomly fold it into a con^artment, it is also possible to dispense the used

portion outside ofthe cassette 500 and device 40 and immediately dispose of such.

It is to be imderstood that vrfiile the invention has been described in conjunction with the

preferred specific embodiments thereof, that the foregoing description as well as the examples which

follow are intended to illustrate and not hmit the scope ofthe invwition. Other aspects, advantages

30 and modifications within the scope ofthe invention will be apparent to those skilled in the art to

which the invention pertains.

All patents, patent applications, and publicarions mentioned herein are hereby incorporated

by reference in their entirety.

35
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EXAMPLES

Example 1

Generation of stepped pores in reduced-pressure aeipsolization nozzles

Nozzles were prepared Iftom thin-film poljinri (25 nm, KAPTON™Type lOOH, DuPonC

5" de Nediouis Co., Inc.) using an excuner laser. Before drilling the pores, the polyimide film was

laminated to an ahmunmn-polyetfa}4ene conqiosite lid layer through con:q)iising one or more die-cut

lioIes,eadi£9prQximately6nmix 1.5mnL The laminate was held by a vacuum platen to a three

axis stage.

A 7 X 48 array ofholes in an area of 2.8 mmx 0.5 mm was ablated in the polyimide using

10 5X projection lens. AinaskcontainhiganarrayoftFansparentareasof 125 ^mindiaineterwasused

to generate pores having an entrance diameter of25 ^m. About 40 pulses ofan excimer laser at 630

mJ/cm^ were used to ablate a first step partiallythrough the membrane, to a depth ofabout 15 ^m,

thereby forming die first pore stqp. Then the niask was moved to a difBrait position having having

UV transparent areas of20 |un to generate a second pore step in the pores, the second stq> having an

15 entrance aperture ofabout 4 lun and an exit aperture ofabout 1.25 microns using about 65 pulses of

the same laser.

A scanning electron micrograph image ofan example of a two-step pore is shown in

Figure 3.

20 EXAMPLE 2

Dosage forms and bhster packs

A polyimide-almninum/polyetfaylene laminate was made, and a 7 x 48 array of holes in a 2.8

mm X 0.5 mm ofthe polyimide was fomied as described in Example 1 . A section oflaminate

comprising one 7 x 48 array of holes is a single nozzle. To make a single dosage form, an Aclam

25 blister layer filled with a formulation was heat-sealed to a single nozzle. A single dosage form is

shown in Figure 6. A clamp was foraied around the blister and nozzle area. Application of200 to

400 psi ofpressure to the dosage unit resulted in extnision ofthe formulation fi-om the blister,

through the pores in the nozzle, whereby an aerosol was formed. The time from initial 2q)pUcation

ofpressure to aerosol formation was 1 .5 seconds.

30 To make a blister pack comprising multiple dosage forms, a polyimide layer was laminated

to an ahrniinum/polyethylene layer as described in Exan^le 1, where the aluminum/polyethylene

con^osite lid layer coitqsrised a regular array of die-cut holes, each about 6 mm x 1 .5 nam. Holes

were drilled in the polyimide layer in each ofthe nozzle areas, as described in Exanq)le 1 . An

Aclam layer con:q)rising a plurality of blisters filled with hquid formulation was heat-sealed onto the

35 laminate, such that each nozzle area was juxtaposed to a formulation-filled bUster, as shown in

Figures 7 and 8.
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Examples

Fonnatioa ofpores using Grayscale process

A mask co^^)^ising a first, inaer circular area which allowed 100% transmission ofenergy, a

second, circular area sunounding and concaitric with the first area which comprised a density of

5 opaque dots such as to allow 50% transmission of energy, was used to generate pores in a 25 ^m

thick KAPTON™filnL TTie first circular area had a diameter of 6 fmi,\^*ile the second area had a

diameter of25 pm. An exdmer laser as described in Exanqile 1 was used. 120 pulses ofan excimer

laser at an energy density of570 mJ/cm^ was directed cmto the mask and through the fihn until pores

were formed. A cross-sectional image ofapore formed in this manner is depicted in Figure 4.

10 Two types ofGiayscale nozzles were made in this manner. Type I and Type II nozzles

coniprise pores havitig inner circle entrance diameters of6 ^m and 5 ^m, respectively, as shown in

Table 1.

Tablet:

Inner circle Energy No. Focus

Diameter Density Pulses |un

|un mJ/cm'

6 570 120 0

5 660 120 0

When used in an aerosolization packet, as described in Example 2, grayscale nozzles

20 generated aerosols having an average particle size of 2.5 ^m, and an emitted dose ofabout 65% (i.e.,

the percentage ofthe formulation held in the container which was emitted). These parameters, i.e.,

average particle size and emitted dose, were the same as those obtained using a "standard" nozzle. A

"standard** nozzle has pores with an entrance diameter of about 6 ^m and an exit diameter of about 1

^m, as shown in Figure 1, but otherwise is the same as the grayscale nozzle.

25 Tlie Type I and Type II grayscale nozzles, as well as a standard nozzle, were analyzed for

extrusion pressure required to generate an aerosol having average particle size of 2.5 ^m, and an

emitted dose ofabout 65%. The pressure required to generate such an aerosol using a standard

nozzle is about 650 psi. A total of70 individual packets conq)rising ofType I or Type n grayscale

nozzles were analyzed. The av^age extrusion pressure required to generate an aerosol with the

30 above-mentioned parameters was 297. 14 psi for the Type I, and 358.45 psi for the Type II grayscale

nozzle.

35
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EXAMFLE4

Foimarion ofoores bv ditfaering

A laser beam widi an entiance ^)eiix^

byl0^m. Tbe beam was rotated durmg the ablation process, &ereb

monbrane in a lou^ify circular pattern, tlirougb the thickness ofthe membrane, in a decreasing

radius with eadi successive step for several stq>s to etdi the pofyimide membrane (25 ^m thick),

forming pores havii^ a cross-sectional profile as shown in Figure S

.

While the present invention has been described with reference to the specific embodiments

thereof it should be understood by those skilled in the ait that various changes may be made and

equivalents inay be substituted without dq)artingfixnn the true spirit aiu^ In

addition, many modifications may bemade to adapt a particular situation, material, cQnq)osition of

matter, process, process step or steps, to the objective, spirit and scope ofthe present invention. All

such modifications are intended to be within the scq)e ofthe claims appmded hereto.
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CLAIMS

Whatisdaimedis:

5 1. AnozadeforaerosolizixigaflowableliqiudfQm^

compiisiii^!

a sheet offlexible membrane material having an entrance side to which said fbimulation is

apptisd under a pressure, an exit side from which aerosol is released, and a nozzle area, which nozde

area has a plurality ofpores therein through^ch said fonnulaticm is extruded, each ofsaid pores

10 having an entrance aperture and an exit aperture having a pore entrance aperture size and a pore exit

aperture size, whoein the ratio ofpore entrance zpcttsm size to pore exit £q)erture size is at least

about 10:1.

2. The aerosolization nozzle ofdaim 1, wherein the ratio ofpore entrance aperture size

IS to pore exit aperture size is at least about 15:1.

3. The aerosolization nozzle of claim 1, wherein tiie ratio ofpore oitrance aperture size

to pore exit aperture size is at least about 25:1.

20 4. The aerosolization nozzle of claim 1, wherein each ofthe pores comprises two or

more pore steps, each pore step having a pore step entrance aperture size and a pore step exit

aperture size, wherein the entrance aperture size of each successive pore step from the entrance side

to the exit side ofthe membrane is about 20 to about 90% ofthe exit aperture size ofthe preceding,

entrance-proximal, pore step.

25

5 . The aerosolization nozzle of claim 1, wherein the pores are tapered in configuration,

gradually narrowing from the entrance aperture to the exit aperture.

6. The aerosolization nozzle ofclaim I, wherein said pores are positioned at a distance

30 ofabout 30 to about 70 ^m ^art from one another, wherein said pores in said nozzle area are at a

density of least about 100 pores per square millimeter, and further wherein the membrane material

has a thickness in the range ofabout 10 to 100 micrometers.

7. The aerosolization nozzle ofdaim l,vriierein said pores have an exit aperture

35 diameterm the range ofabout 0.5 \un to about 50 \im^ v^iierein said pc^s in said nozzle area are at a
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densi^ ofleast about 200 poies per square miUimeter, and fiirfter wherein the membrane material

has a thickness in the range ofabout 20 to 30 microns.

8. J Tlie nozzle ofdaun 1, further conqpiising:

a reQU>vable covCT sheet detachabty connected to tiie nozzle area.

9. The nozzle ofdaim l,\vfaerein the exit apertiues are regularly spaced in the nozzle

area in rows, and further wherein the flexible membrane material is a polymer selected from die

group consisting ofpdyimides, polyether imides, polyethers, polyesters, polyetfajlene and

polycarixmates.

10. The nozzle ofdaim 1, i^toein said monbrane comprises a plurality ofnozzle areas.

11. A container for aerosolizipg a flowable liquid fonnulation for delivery to a patient,

con^rising:

(a) a sheet of flexible membrane material having an entrance side to whidi said formulation

is applied imder a pressure, an exit side from which aerosol is release4 and a nozzle area, which

nozzle area has a plurality ofpores therem through which said formulation is extruded, each of said

pores haviiig an exit aperture and an entrance aperture having a pore entrance sq>erture size and a

pore exit aperture size, wherein the ratio ofpore entrance qierture size to pore exit aperture size is at

least about 10:1;

(b) container walls connected to the sheet wherein a wall is collapsible by the appUcation of

a force; and

(c) a liquid fonnulation held within the container walls.

12. The container of claim 1 1, characterized such that a force of about 500 pounds per

square inch (psi) or less collapses the container and forces the formulation out ofpores ofthe

monbrane and aerosolizes the formulation in 2 seconds or less.

13. The container ofclaim 12, characterized such that a force of less than 400 psi is

required.

14. The container of claim 13, diaracterized sudi that a force of200 psi or greater is

required.
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15. A disposable container comprising:

(a) at least one wall vMdi is collapsible by the application ofa force and having at least one

opening, wherein said opening leads to an opra channel having an end;

(b) a nozzle positioned at the end ofthe open chamml, said nozzle conq)rising:

a sheet offlexible niembiane material having an entrance side to which said fbmudatica is

sq^lied under a pressure, an exit side fiom wbidi aerosol is released, and a nozzle area, which nozzle

area has a plurality ofpores therein through vMdx said formulation is extmded, eadi of said pores

havir^ an exit ^erture and an oitrance q)erture having a pore entrance aperture size and a pore exit

^erture size, herein the ratio ofpore entrance apcitxm size to pore exit aperture size is at least

about 10:1; and

(c) fonnulatian in an amount of 100 milliliters or less in the container.

16. The disposable container ofdaim 15, vdterem said open *^y*Tiel comprises a seal

wfaidi is peeled open iqm plication ofa force exerted upon the coU^sible wall.

17. A disposable padsage conq)rising aplurality ofthe contains ofdaim 15.

18 . An aerosol delivery device conq)rising:

a device for holding the container of claim 15;

a mechanism for forcing the formulation through the nozzle.
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FIG. 2
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